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The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Responsibilities:• Establish a

Maintenance and Inspection framework for HTL terminals setting out inspection schedules,

inspection requirements including international and local regulatory codes, anticipated repairs

and shutdown schedules for equipment repair/ requalification for all terminal assets.• Conducts

training of terminal personnel who will be directly responsible for QA/QC of all equipment in the

terminal facility.• Contributing to the development of, and critical evaluation of terminal

maintenance and capital budgets.• Provides consultative services and support to all terminal

facilities as required, and supports the identification and procurement of special consultancy

services and support as and when necessary.• Contributes to asset management due

diligence of any future terminal acquisitions.• Supports the terminals in developing asset

registers, tagging schemes, and ensures that an appropriate maintenance management

database is kept up to date at all terminal facilities.• Coordinates schedule and oversees

inspection & assessment of all HTL terminal facilities to assess and ensure integrity and

reliability of the equipment installed• Lead the development of terminal asset blueprints

and equipment/process design standardisation for both existing and future HTL terminals.•

Provide strategic guidance and direction to all HTL terminals in relation to the development and

implementation of asset management strategic plans, frameworks, policies, procedures,

and priorities across all HTL managed terminals.• Ensuring HTL alignment and compliance to

all regulatory and industry inspection codes and requirements.• Keeps abreast of the

asset integrity marketplace and brings new solutions, techniques, innovations and products

and services to the attention of HTL terminals• Develop, establish and implement new HTL
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operating standards and guidelines at the terminals covering all stages and requirements of

the asset life cycle.• Reviews/comments on engineering drawings/design & Contractors scope

for the construction, repair, replacement, modification of equipment in terminal facilities.•

Develops a performance baseline for asset integrity and maintenance across all terminals

along with a set of measurement KPI, and drives continuous improvement in equipment

reliability/availability/financial performance. Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only a platform that

connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own

independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make

certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise

against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect

fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page. Our goal is to make hiring as easy

as possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds

a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search

solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your

profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives

you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different

kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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